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THOUGHTS FROM THE SMS PRESIDENT

Robert Hoskisson
President
Rice University

We received great feedback from participants around the world
on the success of our 2013 Atlanta conference. When you see
Pam Barr and Frank Rothaermel, our co-chairs for the 33rd Annual
International Conference of the SMS in Atlanta, please thank them
for their extraordinary efforts in putting together a great program.
Also, congratulations to all the chairs of conference theme tracks
as well as the Interest Group tracks who participated in developing
the program. Finally, we’d like to thank all of those who sent
and presented proposals and for the discussants and others who
participated in the workshop activities on Saturday, including the
Ph.D. and other paper development workshops sponsored by the
Interest Groups and the Society at large. I truly enjoyed seeing
many of you, participating in the SMS meetings, and attending the
awards luncheon and especially the gala dinner at the Georgia
Aquarium. All of the events were well attended and the feedback
was generous and very positive.

We are advancing on all fronts, and
we are grateful for all your input.
It’s also worthwhile to note the quality of the extension workshops
which were held before and after the Annual Conference. The
extension in Houston at Rice University focused on strategy research
of emerging economies, while the extension in Charleston, South
Carolina, focused on comparative corporate governance and global
strategy. The extension in Knoxville, at the University of Tennessee,
focused on behavior and entrepreneurship, and the extension near
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Atlanta at Kennesaw State University focused on family business
and new ideals for research in strategic management.
We are also looking forward to great special conferences in Mohali,
India, in December, as well as one in Tel Aviv in March 2014. If
you can attend these special conferences, you will be in store for a
special treat because, as I noted last in the newsletter, these special
conferences are really great opportunities to have a smaller group of
scholars talking about a specialized topics in very interesting venue
locations. You can also look forward to our upcoming conferences
in: Copenhagen, Denmark – June 2014; Sydney, Australia –
December 2014; and Santiago, Chile – March 2015.
We are planning further collaborations between conferences
and our journal publications. We would like to congratulate Aija
Leiponen who is the new Media Innovations Co-Editor for the
SMS journals. Please see page 10 for more information on this
appointment.
As you can see, we are advancing on all fronts, and we are grateful
for all your input. Again, thank you for your participation. We hope
that we can continue to create value for you as we move forward
into the future. The signaled sub-sections of the newsletter below
provide more specific information on the topics noted as well
as other issues of importance. Please take the time to read the
newsletter in depth.

Sincerely,

Robert E. Hoskisson

meet our friends

We greatly appreciate those who have gone above and beyond in their contributions to the SMS. Since 2006, we have distinguished
members who have been an SMS member for 20 or more years, attended 10 or more annual and/or special conferences, been a Program
Chair of an annual and/or special conference, served on the Board of Directors, been a member of the SMS Fellows, or acted as Editor,
Co-Editor, or Associate Editor of an SMS Journal. These Friends of the SMS have spent countless hours and immeasurable energy over the
years to help guarantee our success as an organization, and we are proud to have such members in our midst. We are pleased to announce
that every newsletter will now recognize two Friends of the SMS.

Chet Miller

Cathy Maritan
Academic Program Chair,
C.K. Prahalad Special Conference

IG Leader Strategy Process:
2010 – 2013

Editorial Review Board Member,
Strategic Management Journal

Editorial Review Board Member,
Strategic Management Journal

Reviewer, SMS Best Conference
Paper Prize and SMS Best
Conference PhD Paper Prize

Reviewer, SMS Best Conference
PhD Paper Prize

Representative at Large, Strategy
Process IG
Annual and Special Conference
Reviewer and Session Chair

When asked to write a bit about what SMS means to me,
I found it surprisingly easy to do so. In my world, that’s a
very telling data point! So, what does SMS mean to me?
It means belonging to a global community of individuals
dedicated to making a difference. Through our society, we
can and do contribute to the competitiveness and effective
functioning of organizations, and perhaps more importantly
we contribute to the general well-being of people in and
around those organizations. This leads to lives worth living for
me and every other member of the SMS. While all of us feel
the occasional sting of a rejection from SMJ or a lost election,
we more generally feel this sense of collective mission, action
generation, and accomplishment. For this non-reflective
traveler, the easy accessibility of these feelings is indeed a
telling data point.

Annual and Special Conference
Reviewer and Session Chair
2009 – 2011 Annual Conference
Committee Member

I was introduced to the SMS by my advisor, Dan Schendel,
when I was a graduate student at Purdue and it has been
my main professional home ever since. I particularly value
that it is focused on strategic management, yet it formally
recognizes various specialty areas within the broader field
though the interest groups, so it has features of a large
organization and a smaller one at the same time. The annual
conferences are my favorite meetings – I always learn a lot
and enjoy the social interaction, both reconnecting with old
friends and associates, and meeting new people. The SMS
offers great opportunities for members to participate both
formally and informally. The biggest benefit I have received
from being part of SMS is having had the opportunity to meet
and work with so many colleagues from around the world.
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ig news

Welcome to our IG News section! Each newsletter will highlight different IGs and their most recent developments and activities.

Strategy Practice
Timo Santalainen, Hanna Lehtimaki, and Elena Antonacopoulou—The Strategy Practice Interest Group is inspired to enhance
relevance of strategy research, enable strategic renewal and viability of organizations, and explore high-impact strategizing practices.
We welcome members whom are eager to join in co-creating a balanced academic– business – consultant value capture. Over the
years, the Strategy Practice IG has established itself as an energetic and innovative group of ABC’s. Through our Adopt-a-Member
initiative we have been able to strengthen networking opportunities of our members. Strategy Practice IG has actively organized
innovative conference sessions featuring many of world’s leading strategists. We are also active in developing special events with highcaliber partners such as the Lapland, Finland, Special Conference in 2010, and the Lake Geneva Special Conference in 2013.
In 2014, at the Madrid Annual Conference, we are looking forward to lively discussions where academics, practitioners, and strategy
consultants share fresh stories from their lived experiences and work together to develop practice based insights on strategizing. We
are looking forward to creating new insights from innovative empirical research that captures the relational dynamism of strategy
practice. Please submit a paper and make sure we will meet you in Madrid. We welcome you to join the Strategy Practice Interest
Group and be part of strengthening the tidal wave of strategy practice.

Competitive Strategy
Glenn Hoetker, Gary Dushnitsky, and Juan Alcacer—The Competitive Strategy Interest Group (CSIG) focuses on questions
concerning firms and their interactions within product and factor markets over time. As one of the largest and most internationally
diverse Interest Groups at the Strategy Management Society, our community tackles a broad set of questions regarding competitive
strategy in different regions around the world. For example: What is competitive advantage? How can firms build and maintain a
competitive advantage in a changing world? What role do resources and capabilities play in shaping firms and industries over time and
in different regions of the world?
Within the context of the upcoming SMS Madrid conference, we call for contributions aimed at exploring the competitive dynamics
and implications of innovative business models and the shifting emphasis from focal firms to business ecosystems. For example,
we welcome work addressing questions such as: (1) the implications of novel business models and the implications to our models
of competitive advantage? (2) How does the increased focus on multi-sided markets constrain firms’ efforts to pursue competitive
advantage and/or generate new opportunities for competitive success? (3) How do firms retain competitive advantage when their and
their competitors’ business models change?

Global Strategy
Timothy Devinney, Elizabeth Rose, and Nandini Lahiri—The Global Strategy Interest Group has a number of initiatives. We
have always been active in Special Conferences and other activities. The India SMS Conference originated in our group (and continues
again in Mohali) and we were core in organizing the 2011 SMS Rio Special Conference and the 2007 Shanghai Special Conference.
Next year our group will be heavily involved in the Sydney Special Conference (December 2014). In addition, we had two key events
at the 2013 Atlanta Conference: our Business Meeting and Awards Ceremony at the Park Bar (a tradition we started in the Black Angel
Bar in Prague) and our corporate visit to Delta Airlines.
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ig news
continued

cooperative strategies
Jeffrey Reuer, Dovev Lavie, and Kyle J. Mayer—The Cooperative Strategies IG offered 17 sessions in the Atlanta conference. A
Saturday paper development workshop, organized by Ha Hoang, Laura Poppo, and Stefano Brusoni, featured 28 invited participants
and panelists. The Sunday program included a panel, chaired by Gonçalo Pacheco, on “New Empirical Methods for Strategy Scholars,”
which drew 112 attendees. Another panel, titled “Learning to Manage Corporate Development Portfolios” was coordinated by Koen
Heimeriks and Pinar Ozcan. It was followed by a panel session on “International Alliance Management Processes” that was organized
by Xavier Castaner. These panels, which featured several prominent scholars, were mostly jointly organized with other IGs, and
addressed topics of theoretical and practical significance.
The IG leadership recently issued a survey to its members and, following the business meeting in Atlanta, decided to organize an
off-site social event and grant a Best IG Paper award at the annual conference. The IG has also published its first newsletter and will
be focusing on increasing its membership, further involving members in its conference activities that explore important theoretical and
methodological issues, and facilitating interaction with practitioners. The Chairperson, Jeff Reuer, the Program Chair, Dovev Lavie, the
Asst. Program Chair, Kyle Mayer, look forward to seeing you all at the Madrid Conference.

stakeholder strategy
Jeffrey Harrison, Richard Priem, and Sybille Sachs—The Stakeholder Strategy IG has had an eventful 2013. First, the scholarly
contributions of members have been recognized by our SMS peers through three recent, conference-wide awards! SSIG members
authored the best paper at the Glasgow SMS mini-conference as well as the best paper and best student paper at the Atlanta SMS
conference. Our congratulations to the award winners and to everyone in our IG for the excellent level of scholarship exhibited in our
tracks at recent SMS meetings!
Second, we pursued our SSIG goal of expanding opportunities for IG members to meet and share our work. We sponsored one of only
three full IG tracks at the SMS Special Conference on Strategy in Complex Settings that was held in Glasgow, Scotland, on June 20th
-22nd, 2013. This allowed SSIG members to get together in a truly exceptional setting that facilitated sharing provocative ideas and
new stakeholder-related research directions.
Third, we had a wonderful program at the 33rd SMS International Conference in Atlanta, USA, from September 28th – October
1st, 2013. Our deepest thanks to everyone who helped to make the Atlanta SSIG track special! We look forward to seeing all SSIG
members at the 2014 SMS International Conference in Madrid!

corporate strategy
Donald Bergh, Laszlo Tihanyi, and Heli Wang—The Corporate Strategy Interest Group (IG) was formed from a split of the
Corporate Strategy and Governance IG. Our IG focuses on a variety of traditional topical areas, including mergers, acquisitions,
divestitures, diversification, vertical integration, the boundary of the firm and managing the corporate portfolio, and newer ones as
well, such as value-based corporate strategy models, networks, and innovation. We study these strategic imperatives drawing from a
diverse set of theories and methodologies. This openness was on display at the 2013 SMS conference, as the regular program included
seven diverse paper and two common ground sessions. The IG also co-sponsored a day-long pre-conference session on mergers and
acquisitions and two other sessions, including one that was a Showcase Panel. Our focus on corporate strategy seems appealing, as
more than 400 SMS members have now joined us and we look forward to welcoming others to become part of our IG.
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election

2013

election results
new 2014 board members
During the month of November, SMS members were invited to participate in this year’s online elections for new 2014 SMS Board of Directors
and leaders of the Interest Groups and Community. The results of the elections are listed here and are posted on the SMS website. Thank you
to all of our members who voted and the candidates who were willing to be on the ballots for these positions. We greatly appreciate their time
and dedication as the Society continues to grow and evolve.

BOARD MEMBER, AFRICA ARIÑO

BOARD MEMBER, GABRIEL SZULANSKI

… is Professor of Strategic
Management at IESE Business School,
University of Navarra (Spain). She serves
as Academic Director of the Research
Centre on Globalization and Strategy
at IESE, and served in the past as
Deputy Dean for Faculty, and as Director
of the Ph.D. Program. Africa Ariño is
Africa Ariño
Associate Editor of Global Strategy
IESE Business School
Journal and Academy of Management
Discoveries, and serves in the Editorial
Board of other journals including Strategic Management Journal .
She is specialized in Strategic Alliance Management, and her research
has been published at the Strategic Management Journal, Global
Strategy Journal, Journal of International Business Studies, Journal of
Management, and Organization Science, among other outlets. She is
also Program Chair of the 2014 SMS Annual International Conference.

… is Professor of Strategy at INSEAD
Singapore. His research focuses on
the exploitation of knowledge assets,
such as the transfer of best practices,
and on the making of strategy. He is
best known for his work on Stickiness
and Replication. Gabriel Szulanski
has served on the editorial board of
Gabriel Szulanski
leading academic journals including
INSEAD
Administrative Science Quarterly,
Organization Science, Long Range
Planning and the Journal of International Business Studies, where he
also served as Area Editor. A member of the Strategic Management
Society since 1994, Gabriel Szulanski currently chairs the Knowledge
and Innovation Interest Group. In 2012 he co-chaired the SMS special
conference in Singapore and in 2013 he served as track chair for
the SMS special conference in Geneva. He received his doctorate in
management from INSEAD.

BOARD MEMBER, NICOLAI FOSS
… is a Professor of Strategy and
Organization at the Copenhagen
Business School, the Norwegian School
of Economics, and the University of
Warwick, and the Head of Department
of CBS’ Department of Strategic
Management and Globalization.
His research interests lie within the
foundations of strategic management,
Nicolai Foss
Copenhagen Business School the theory of the firm and strategic
entrepreneurship. His work has
appeared in SMJ, AMJ, AMR, Organization Science and other journals,
as well as in numerous books.
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election results
NEW 2014 IG AND COMMUNITY LEADERS

The Teaching Community and all of the IGs also held elections. Congratulations to all of the following newly elected leaders!

Cooperative
Strategies
Associate Program Chair
Laura Poppo

Entrepreneurship &
Strategy
Associate Program Chair
Igor Filatotchev
Reps at Large
Julio de Castro
Cristina Rossi Lamastra
Justin Webb

Strategic Human
Capital
Associate Program Chair
Deepak Somaya

Reps at Large
Janet Bercovitz
Giovanni Battista Dagnino
Ulrich Wassmer

Reps at Large
Rebecca Kehoe
David Kryscynski
Shad Morris

Stakeholder
Strategy
Associate Program Chair
Doug Bosse
Reps at Large
Joanna Tochman Campbell
Jonathan Doh
Kerstin Neumann

Knowledge &
Innovation
Associate Program Chair
Anu Wadhwa
Reps at Large
Chris Bingham
Marie Louise Mors
Pinar Ozcan

Interest Groups
Competitive
Strategy
Associate Program Chair
Samina Karim
Reps at Large
Gonçalo Pacheco de Almeida
Hart Posen
Evan Rawley

Strategy Practice
Associate Program Chair
Martin Friesl
Strategy Process
Associate Program Chair
Adelaide King

Global Strategy
Associate Program Chair
Ronaldo Parente

Reps at Large
Kimberly Ellis
Melissa Graebner
Nils Plambeck

Reps at Large
Henrik Dellestrand
Randi Lunnan
Andreas Schotter

Corporate
Strategy
Associate Program Chair
Douglas Miller

Strategic
Leadership &
Governance
Associate Program Chair
Vincent Barker

Reps at Large
Todd Alessandri
Mario Schijven
Brian Wu

Reps at Large
Bernadine Dykes
Scott Graffin
Toru Yoshikawa
Behavioral
Strategy

Reps at Large
Maureen Meadows
Luciano Oviedo
Emmanuelle Reuter

Communities
Teaching
Community
Associate Program Chair
David King
Reps at Large
Vijaya Narapareddy
Paulo Prochno
Carmen Weigelt

Reps at Large
Violina Rindova
Beverly Tyler
Brian Wu
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fellows news

The Fellows held their annual meeting in conjunction with the
SMS Annual Conference in Atlanta. The following individuals were
inducted at the meeting:
Ming-Jer Chen
Jose de la Torre
Ranjay Gulati
Anil Gupta
Joe Mahoney
Jeff Reuer
Nicolaj Siggelkow
Congratulations!

Ming-Jer Chen with Rita McGrath

Anil Gupta with Mike Hitt

SMS FELLOWS ROSTER
Active
Raffi Amit
Charles Baden-Fuller
Jay Barney
Christopher Bartlett
Richard Bettis
Joseph Bower
Robert Burgelman
Carlos Cavallé
Bala Chakravarthy
Ming-Jer Chen
Karel Cool
Yves Doz
Irene Duhaime
Kathleen Eisenhardt
Pankaj Ghemawat
Vijay Govindarajan
Ranjay Gulati
Anil Gupta
William Guth
Donald Hambrick
Gary Hamel
Constance Helfat
Michael Hitt
Robert Hoskisson
Duane Ireland
Marvin Lieberman
Peter Lorange
Marjorie Lyles
Joseph Mahoney
Ian MacMillan
Anita McGahan
John McGee
Rita McGrath
Henry Mintzberg

Will Mitchell
David Norburn
Margaret Peteraf
Andrew Pettigrew
Michael Porter
Jeffrey Reuer
Joan E Ricart
Richard Rumelt
Dan Schendel
Nicolaj Siggelkow
Harbir Singh
George Stalk
Howard Thomas
Jose de la Torre
Margarethe Wiersema
Sidney Winter
Edward Zajac
Inactive
Bruce Kogut
Daniel Levinthal
Ken Smith
David Teece
In Memoriam
Kenneth Andrews
H. Igor Ansoff
Edward Bowman
Alfred Chandler
Derek Channon
Arnold Cooper
Sumantra Ghoshal
Bruce Henderson
CK Prahalad
John Stopford

Harbir Singh with Ranjay Gulati

For more information on the SMS Fellows, please
visit fellows.strategicmanagement.net.
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new initiatives

Poverty Initiative: Workshops for Research Development
Garry Bruton—The Executive Board of the SMS has recently approved a special initiative brought forward by SMS members that aims to
build research capacity among local faculty in underdeveloped regions. The aim is to create a venue for SMS members to help local scholars
develop their research, as well as conduct their own research related to the issue of poverty. It was recognized by the Board that one way to
help address this subject could be to develop greater knowledge about the local business environment so that businesses can better serve
this domain and entrepreneurship can increase. The expectation is that this effort will lead to published research, special issues, and books
that help to build an intellectual foundation for the further study of this area.
Garry Bruton
Texas Christian University

This program will take internationally recognized scholars to regions that are lacking in mentoring opportunities for local academics. The
visiting international faculty will help local scholars with their research by coaching them on how to improve specific research projects, as
well as learn about the local institutional setting. The first workshop is scheduled to take place during the week of July 6-11, 2014, in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, in conjunction with Addis Ababa University. The second workshop will be in Katmandu, Nepal, in the summer of 2015 in
conjunction with the Nepalese Academy of Management.
There are several ways to get involved with this effort. First, we are looking for institutional sponsors for each workshop. Sought are 3-5
sponsoring schools/institutions, each contributing $3,000-5,000 in return for public recognition as sponsor. SMS will publicize the support
through its website, newsletter, etc. These funds will pay for local meeting rooms, local meals, and some international and local travel to
the workshop. Only partial airfare will be covered for international scholars, with the request that they pay as much of their own expenses
as possible. The goal is to both be inclusive of international scholars while also focusing on aiding local scholars. Texas Christian University
has agreed to contribute $5,000 a year to this effort for two years. The second way to become involved is to volunteer to go to a workshop
to work with the local scholars on their papers. As noted, only partial airfare can be provided. If interested in learning more about these
opportunities, please contact Garry Bruton at g.bruton@tcu.edu or the SMS Executive Office at sms@strategicmanagement.net.

sms ig innovation grants—call for proposals
The SMS is interested in encouraging and funding innovative IG activities. This is a call for proposals for new initiatives that will enrich
the IGs and SMS as a whole. The grants are competitive and may bring up to $10,000 of additional funding for new Interest Group
activities. We are especially interested in initiatives that advance our objectives in one or more of the following areas:
•

Membership beyond conferences: There are 1/3 of SMS members who rarely attend conferences. Up to now, many of the
activities planned by the Interest Groups have revolved around the Annual and/or Special Conferences. Non-conference activities
have often been limited to newsletters, emails, or sporadic posting of canned conference content. The SMS is interested in
creative proposals that help to better serve this group of members.

•

Involve B’s and C’s: Historically, SMS has sought to be a home for business and consulting professionals. While it has evolved to
include more academics, we benefit from conversations with practitioners in venues such as conference plenary sessions. We also
encourage IG initiatives that involve increased interaction with practitioners.

Proposals need not be more than a page in length but should include a description of what activities are proposed, a justification for
the financial resources that would be needed, a time table, and who in the IG would be responsible for implementation. If you would
like to be involved with this process, please contact your IG leadership. Proposals should be submitted by the officers of an IG before
February 28, 2014, to sms@strategicmanagement.net.
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new initiatives
continued
Research Methods Community

SMS RESEARCH
METHODS
COMMUNITY
INITIATIVE LEADERS
Don Bergh
Brian Boyd
Margaret White

A new initiative is underway to create a framework for a potential Research Methods Community and
to ascertain the SMS membership’s support in forming such an additional Community. The Research
Methods Community would serve as a forum where SMS members can come together to improve their
understanding of all aspects of research methodology. Leading this initiative are Don Bergh, Brian
Boyd and Margaret White. The group has spent a considerable amount of time and effort exploring
this and will organize a Research Methods Track at the 2014 Annual Conference in Madrid. This track
will include competitive and invited sessions as well as possibly a pre-conference workshop. Ultimately,
the SMS wants to confirm that a sufficiently large portion of the membership supports this initiative
and recognizes the added value this Community would bring to our field. To express your support or
reservations, please email sms@strategicmanagement.net

SMS Research
Methods
Community
Advisory Board
Pam Barr
Steve Gove
Aaron Hill
Mike Hitt
Andreas Schwab
Tim Devinney

An advisory board has been established to serve until leadership elections can be held. The board is
composed of a carefully selected mixed group of junior and senior faculty.

SMS Journals Media Innovations Co-Editor
We are excited to report that we have a new Media Innovations
Co-Editor for the SMS journals: Aija Leiponen, who has joint
positions at Cornell University and Imperial College London will
serve in that capacity starting January 2014. This new position
will have a status equivalent to the co-editors of the three
SMS journals. Our Call for Nominations yielded a number of
outstanding candidates and we are very fortunate to now have
found someone who is so well prepared to help us lead this
strategic initiative. As we are all aware, technologies are creating
real opportunities to engage scholars and practitioners in different
ways than before. These channels and structures have great
potential to go way beyond “publishing” in reinforcing, building
on, and extending research insights, and engage the community
and users in ongoing conversations rather than through one-off
publication events.
As one of her first steps, Aija will gather additional experts to
help develop and advise on the media innovation strategy of the
SMS. This leadership group will work to refine and coordinate
implementation of our media innovations in collaboration
with stakeholders at the SMS journals, including Publication
Committee, the journal co-editors and associate editors, and
Wiley, our publisher.
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Aija Leiponen is an Associate
Professor at Cornell University,
which she joined in 2001.
She received her Ph.D. in
Economics from the Helsinki
School of Economics. During
her doctoral studies, she
spent two years as a Fulbright
scholar at UC Berkeley. Prior to
joining Cornell University, she
carried out research at the International Institute of Applied
Systems Analysis (IIASA) in Austria, at the Institute for Industrial
Relations in UC Berkeley, and the Research Institute of the
Finnish Economy (ETLA) in Finland. Between 2009-2011 she
was on the faculty of Imperial College Business School (London
UK) and continues to hold a part-time position there.

SMJ Update

Connie Helfat—The Strategic Management Journal continues to thrive as submissions grow steadily from around the world. SMJ is
on track to have nearly 1,300 new submissions in 2013, a record for the journal. In addition, the Call for Papers for the special issue on
Question-Focused Innovations in Research Methods generated very high interest with 113 submissions now in process. We have two other
Special Issues with current Calls for Papers: Replication in Strategic Management (October 1, 2014, submission deadline) and New Theory in
Strategic Management (November 1, 2014, submission deadline). SMJ is also fortunate to welcome an outstanding group of new Associate
Editors, who are joining our already strong Associate Editor team. We greatly appreciate the wonderful service from Joe Porac, who has
chosen to complete his term as Associate Editor and is shifting to a role as an editorial board member.
Our new Associate Editors are Pam Barr, Rich Burton, Sea-Jin Chang, Sendil Ethiraj, Andrea Fosfuri, Witold Henisz, Glenn Hoetker, and
Richard Whittington.

pam barr, associate editor
... is Professor and Interim Chair
of the Department of Managerial
Sciences at the J. Mack Robinson
College of Business, Georgia State
University in Atlanta, Georgia U.S.A.
Her research interests include
strategy formulation, strategic
change and decision making, with
Pam Barr
Georgia State University
particular emphasis on the role
of managerial and organizational
cognition in these processes. Her work has been published
in several journals including Strategic Management Journal,
Organization Science, Academy of Management Review and
Journal of Management Studies and she is a member of the
editorial boards of Strategic Management Journal, Academy of
Management Journal and Academy of Management Review.

rich burton, associate editor

Rich Burton
Duke University

... is Professor of Organization
and Strategy at The Fuqua School
of Business, Duke University. He is
also Professor of Management at
the EIASM (European Institute for
Advanced Studies in Management) in
Brussels, and Honorary Professor at
the University of Southern Denmark
and the University of Aarhus.
He is a member of the Editorial

Board for the Strategic Management Journal, and Co-Editor of
a research series on Information and Organization. Previously,
he was Department Editor for Strategy, Organizational Design
and Performance for Management Science, and senior editor for
Organization Science. His research focuses on organizational
design and particularly its relationship to strategy for the firm.

sea-jin chang, associate editor
... is a Provost’s Chair Professor
of Business Administration,
National University of Singapore
and also a Professor at Korea
Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology. He received his Ph.D.
in strategic management from the
Wharton School of the University
Sea-Jin Chang
University of Pennsylvania
of Pennsylvania. He is primarily
interested in the management of
diversified multinational enterprises such as understanding the
process of creating operating synergies among diversified lines
of business and building a strong local organization after foreign
entry. His other research interests include corporate growth through
joint ventures and acquisitions, foreign direct investment, and
comparative management studies.

For more information on the SMJ, please visit
smj.strategicmanagement.net.
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smj update
continued
sendil ethiraj, associate editor

witold henisz, associate editor

... is a Professor of Strategy at London
Business School. His research is built
on the basic premise that firms are
bundles of interdependent choices
or complex systems. He unites his
interest in understanding firms-ascomplex-systems with the central
questions in strategy that revolve
Sendil Ethiraj
London Business School
around generating and sustaining
competitive advantage. His research
may be partitioned into two related themes. The first focuses on
how complexity affects firm strategy and the unique tradeoffs that
complexity imposes. The second examines firm capabilities and why
they are complex and hard-to-imitate.

... is the Deloitte & Touche Professor
of Management in Honor of Russell E.
Palmer, former Managing Director at
The Wharton School, The University of
Pennsylvania. His research examines
the impact of political hazards on
international investment strategy
including efforts by multinational
Witold Henisz
corporations to engage in corporate
University of Pennsylvania
diplomacy to win the hearts and
minds of external stakeholders. His next book, ‘Corporate Diplomacy:
Building Reputations and Relationships with External Stakeholders,’ is
forthcoming in April 2014.

andrea fosfuri, associate editor
... is a Full Professor at the
Department of Management and
Technology at Bocconi University.
Previously he was a faculty member
(1998-2012) of the Department
of Business Administration of
University Carlos III (Madrid). He
also taught at Boston University,
Andrea Fosfuri
Bocconi University
IESE Business School, and Carnegie
Mellon University, and was research
affiliate of the Centre for Economic Policy Research (CEPR). His
recent studies examine the internal organization of licensing activity,
the interaction between product and technology strategies, the
determinants and implications of “green” patenting, and the virtues
and limitations of community-focused strategies.
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glenn hoetker, associate editor
... is Dean’s Council of 100
Distinguished Scholar and Associate
Professor at Arizona State University’s
W.P. Carey School of Business. He
also holds appointment in the Sandra
Day O’Connor School of Law and
the Global Institute of Sustainability.
He earned his Ph.D. in international
Glenn Hoetker
business and an M.S. in applied
Arizona State University
economics at the University of
Michigan. His research sits at the intersection of strategy, globalization
and innovation, with a particular interest in inter-firm relationships,
knowledge diffusion and the impact of national institutions on
business strategy.

richard whittington, associate editor
... is Professor of Strategic
Management at the Saïd Business
School and Millman Fellow at
New College, University of Oxford.
He has held visiting positions at
Harvard Business School, HEC Paris,
the University of Toulouse and the
University of Technology Sydney. He
Richard Whittington
has been a member of the Strategic
University of Oxford
Management Society since 1992, and
co-founded the Strategy Practice Interest Group. He has served as
co-chair for the first SMS pre-conference doctoral workshop. His main
current research area is ‘strategy as practice’, investigating strategy as
a kind of work and as an industry.

sej update

Rajshree Agarwal
University of Maryland

Rajshree Agarwal, Jay Barney, Tom Lumpkin, and Mike
Wright—The Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal, SEJ, continues to
go from strength to strength. Submissions are healthy and rising.
October 2013 had a record number of submissions, and the year
as a whole is projected to have around 240 manuscripts—the
highest since the launch of the SEJ. We desk reject about one-third
of manuscripts submitted with a final acceptance of around 8
percent. Our aims are to provide authors of such papers with timely
developmental feedback and to focus our editorial and reviewer
resources on articles that appear to hold greater potential. To enable
us to achieve this goal, we have continued to develop our editorial
team with Isabelle LeBreton-Miller and Garry Bruton joining as
Associate Editors.
Our policy is to publish one special issue per year. We select guest
editor teams following a two-stage process: first, we generate a
general call for outline proposals, and then, we ask those shortlisted
to prepare a full proposal.

Jay Barney
University of Utah

Tom Lumpkin
Syracuse University

We have recently published and have in the pipeline a number
of exciting special issues. The current issue is a special issue on
“Entrepreneurship and Emerging Economies” with guest editors
Garry Bruton, Igor Filatotchev, and Steven Si; Mike Wright is the
advising editor.
We have a forthcoming special issue, “Entrepreneurship and
Strategy in the Informal Economy,” edited by Duane Ireland, David
Ketchen, Justin Webb, with Jay Barney as advising editor; it will be
published in the March 2014 issue. Our March 2015 issue will be a
special issue called “Business Models.” It is being edited by Benoit
Demil, Xavier Lecocq, Joan Enric Richard, and Christoph Zott. A
further special issue on “Theories of Entrepreneurship Theory” is
being edited by Sharon Alvarez, David Audretsch, and Al Link. It is
scheduled for 2016.
Just announced are special issues on “Enduring Entrepreneurship,”
which will be edited by Duane Ireland, Dave Ketchen, Jim Combs,
and Peter Jaskiewicz, and on “Open Innovation,” which will be
edited by Satish Nambisan, Donald Siegel, and Martin Kenney.

The past few months have seen three new initiatives at the Journal.
First, we have recently introduced Early View for papers accepted
but not yet allocated to an issue. We hope that this new service will
be a big step in making the latest research available to SEJ readers.
Some of the in-press articles now available through Early View
include papers by Chris Bingham and Steven Kahl on Anticipatory
Learning, Yongwook Paik on Serial Entrepreneurs and Venture
Survival, and Andrew Godley on Entrepreneurial Opportunities and
Implicit Contracts for Complex Consumer Goods
Second, a new section of SEJ, called “Research Pioneers in
Entrepreneurship,” will be introduced in the June issue of 2014. Our
distinctive aim with this section is to interview research pioneers
in entrepreneurship to gain insights into the how and why of their
initial contribution, to reflect on how it has impacted the field and
on how it may continue to do so in future. The first article in the
series will be by Sharon Alvarez, Andrew Godley, and Mike Wright.
It is based on an interview with Mark Casson discussing the thirty
years since the publication of his influential book The Entrepreneur.
This will be followed by Rita McGrath’s article based on an interview
with Ian MacMillan.
Finally, in the third initiative, we are also commissioning a series
of review articles. We envision that these articles will make
their contribution by reviewing, reassessing, and proposing new
directions in important areas of strategic entrepreneurship. For
example, one topic will involve a reassessment of the base of the
pyramid concept and associated literature.
We hope you enjoy our forthcoming special issues and new
initiatives!

For more information on the SEJ, please visit
sej.strategicmanagement.net.

Mike Wright
Imperial College London
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gsj update

Steve Tallman
University of Richmond

Torben Pedersen
Bocconi University
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Steve Tallman and Torben Pedersen—So we have made it
through the 2013 SMS meetings in Atlanta and with our November
issue, GSJ will complete three years of publication. To our Associate
Editors, Senior Advisory Board, and Editorial Review Board members
for their dedication and continuing efforts on behalf of the journal
– Many Thanks!!! To our authors and special issue editors, thanks
for your confidence in our ability to lift GSJ to a respected position
among the scholarly journals in international management and
know that we are still working on it every day.
One thing that must begin to happen after three years is rotation
of the editorial team. Ram Mudambi and Myles Shaver have
asked to be released to take on new duties with other journals.
We will miss them, but have added Jay Anand, Ohio State, and
Lucia Piscitello, the Polytechnic Institute of Milan, to help replace
them (of course, Ram and Myles will complete their editorial
roles with their current papers, but they are no longer taking new
manuscripts). We will also see a first rotation of ERB members
with a few of our first set of review board members leaving and
several new members joining – look for the new lineup in the
February 2014 issue. As with our outgoing AEs, we appreciate
their help in launching and sustaining the journal very much and
wish them the absolute best in their next endeavors.
Three years of existence is an important milestone for GSJ as it allows
us to apply for listing in the Social Science Citation Index, which will
mark the next step in the development of the journal. We (and Wiley)
have started to prepare for this next step and will use the next year to
assess where we stand, how we can further develop the journal and
what the new emerging issues are in Global Strategy.
We have received over than 300 submissions and when looking at
how we have handled these submissions we are proud to see that
we have indeed managed to be developmental and constructive
in our handling of submitted manuscripts. Approximately threefourths of the manuscripts have been submitted to the reviewers
(so only one fourth have been desk rejected) and almost one-third
of the manuscripts have been invited to revise and resubmit their
manuscripts. The acceptance rate is around 15 percent and very
importantly the turnaround time is very fast. In fact, the average
number of days from submission to final decision is 77 days (read:
around 2½ months) due to our large group of dedicated reviewers.
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We described the Research Platform idea in last year’s welcome
message. We have now published a Point/Counterpoint discussion
in November 2012, two Special Issues one on Developing Country
Multinational Companies (August 2012) and one on Strategic
Modularity and the Architecture of the Multinational Firm (February
2013), and a Research Perspective by Jonathan Doh that considers
the integration of global strategy and non-market research with
commentaries by Bryan Husted and Timothy Devinney in May 2013.
November 2013 will see a Special Topic Forum on international
stakeholder strategies and in February we plan to offer a Perspective
by Niron Hashai and Peter Buckley advancing the theory that
firm-specific competitive advantage (ownership advantage) is
not necessary to justify successful internationalization of the firm
under certain conditions. This paper, too, will be accompanied by
commentaries on the topic and the paper.
Beyond these immediate efforts at thought leadership, we have
had good participation of authors in our upcoming special
issues on International Collaborations (2014), Global Strategy
and Organizational Learning (2015), and the just closed 2016
SI on the Role of Location in Achieving Global Competitiveness.
The 2017 (!) Special Issue on Global Business Models opens for
submissions in 2014. The idea of Business Models seems to be
very popular at the moment, but a broadly accepted definition
is still wanting, much less any accepted conceptual model of the
component parts and mechanisms, so now is a good time to be
part of establishing the meaning of a new strategy construct –
one with great promise as a tool for making, researching and
teaching about global strategic management.
Beyond our internal creative exercises, the editors of GSJ continue
to take part in paper development workshops, ‘meet the editors’
sessions, and emerging market regional conferences. We plan to
have at least one of us on hand for the SMS Regional Conferences
in Sydney, Australia and in Santiago, Chile. We encourage our
international readers to consider taking part in these and other
conferences both to highlight their own work, but also to help
educate new scholars in the field.

For more information about the GSJ,
please visit gsj.strategicmanagement.net.

2013 SMS ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE atlanta RECAP
September 28 – October 1, 2013

SMS 33rd ANNUAL
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

Atlanta
SEP 28 – OCT 1, 2013

It was our great pleasure to welcome over 900 participants to
Atlanta for the 33rd Annual International Conference of the
Strategic Management Society. The conference theme, “Strategy
and Sustainability,” invited participants to explore the nature
of sustainability in all of its dimensions and its implications for
strategy research and practice. Over 900 scholars, consultants, and
executives from around the globe participated in the program,
which included four plenary sessions, multiple showcase panels, and
nearly 600 papers organized into four conference theme tracks and
thirteen program tracks designed by twelve Interest Groups and the
Teaching Community.

interconnection between environmental and social sustainability
and long-run firm performance. He offered examples of this
relationship by highlighting the initiatives undertaken by Coca-Cola
during his tenure as Chairman and CEO, as well as his activities as
a private citizen since his retirement. Clayton Christensen (Harvard
University), recipient of the C.K. Prahalad award, related the results
of his decades-long program of research on disruptive technologies
and how they act to reshape industries and undermine traditional
sources of competitive advantage. In the process, he also provided
interesting insights into the research processes associated with the
development of a new area of inquiry.

Preconference activities began Saturday morning and continued
through Sunday morning with workshops organized by the IGs
and a day-long workshop for PhD Students. The main conference
program opened Sunday afternoon with the first plenary session.
Titled “The Future of Strategy in a Transient Advantage World,”
Rita McGrath (Columbia University), Brian McManus (Global
Growth & Strategy Leader and COO of Accenture’s Strategy and
Transformation Consulting Practice), and V. Ganapathy Subramanian
(Head of Strategy and Planning at Infosys) engaged the audience in a
discussion of the challenges and possibilities of creating sustainable
advantage in an increasingly complex and fast-paced business
environment.

In Tuesday’s plenary session, Cynthia Cantor (Chief Marketing Officer,
GE Power & Water), Ed Rogers (Director of Corporate Strategy, UPS),
and Stuart Hart (Cornell University) engaged in a conversation that
highlighted how business thinking about sustainability has evolved
from a regulatory threat rejected by corporate America to being
embraced as an important strategic dimension. The panelists also
provided insights into how issues of sustainability are being addressed
in contemporary organizations. These insights were further explored
through discussion with the audience and encompassed green
initiatives and smart regulation, among other topics.

Monday’s two plenary speakers offered their perspectives on the
two sides of the strategy and sustainability theme. Neville Isdell,
former Chairman and CEO of The Coca-Cola Company and recipient
of the SMS Lifetime Achievement Award, highlighted the close

In addition to the plenary sessions, seven showcase panels,
offered in parallel, explored different dimensions strategy and the
conference theme. Several panels addressed issues related to the
evolution and future of strategy scholarship and investigated new
directions for research including business models and the role of
phronesis in strategic action. Others investigated questions
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concerning the relationship between sustainability and strategy,
including sustainability’s place on the strategic agenda and the
empirical challenges associated with the study of organizations as
they move toward a sustainable enterprise model.
This year’s conference program also included the inaugural track
program of the Behavioral Strategy Interest Group, our newest IG.
Their track program offered a full slate of preconference workshops,
panels, and paper sessions that addressed the application of cognitive
and social psychology to strategic management theory and practice.
The conference social events offered the opportunity for participants
to reflect on the day’s activities and to engage in conversation
with both new and established colleagues and collaborators.
The Saturday evening opening reception took place at the Omni
hotel on a large internal balcony overlooking the CNN Center.
Attendees enjoyed traditional Southern foods and views of the
world headquarters of CNN Worldwide and the site of the main
newsrooms and studios for several of CNN’s news channels.

whose time and expertise not only made our jobs easier, but also
contributed significantly to the quality of the conference experience.
We are both eagerly looking forward to the 34th Annual Meetings
in Madrid, Spain, in September 2014, and wish the conference
organizers the best of luck as they plan what we are sure will be
another outstanding SMS conference.
Pamela Barr
Georgia State University
Co-Chair

Frank Rothaermel
Georgia Institute of Technology
Co-Chair

For more information, please visit the conference
website: atlanta.strategicmanagement.net.

The cool and clear autumn weather made for a pleasant walk to
the Georgia Aquarium, site of the Monday night event, just a few
blocks from the conference hotel. Once there, conference attendees
enjoyed a buffet dinner and drinks in the spectacular Oceans
Dining Room, which featured up close views of the Beluga Whale
and Ocean Voyager exhibits. Following dinner, attendees enjoyed
exclusive access to the Aquarium’s many different exhibit galleries.
Tuesday’s closing cocktail reception at the Omni hotel offered the
opportunity for conversation and for making plans to join colleagues
for dinner at one of Atlanta’s many fine dining establishments.
We wish to offer special thanks to all of the track chairs for their
work in creating an outstanding set of preconference workshops
and parallel paper sessions; their contributions truly form the heart
of the conference. Thanks also go out to the submission reviewers,
session chairs, and volunteers for their contributions and support.
Last but not least, we would like to recognize the SMS staff
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Winner Lite Nartey with Jay Barney

Atlanta
SEP 28 – OCT 1, 2013

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2013 annual CONFERENCE AWARD
WINNERS
SMS Best Conference Paper Prize

Winner

The Strategic Management Society first presented this prize in
1998 to honor the best paper presented at the SMS Annual
International Conference. Nominated authors were invited to submit
a full version of their submitted proposal for consideration by a
selection committee which was co-chaired by Rodolphe Durand and
Michael Leiblein. These papers were reviewed and 10 finalists were
named prior to the conference. This year there were 58 proposals
nominated for this award.

Value Appropriation, Search Frictions, and Secondary Markets
Robert Seamans, New York University
Victor Bennett, University of Southern California
Feng Zhu, Harvard University

Winner
A Participatory Approach To Stakeholder Engagement: Defining A
Hierarchy Of Strategic Action
Lite Nartey, University of South Carolina
Sinziana Dorobantu, New York University
Witold Henisz, University of Pennsylvania

Four Honorable Mentions (alpha by title):
Can Firms Pay Less By Doing Good? The Effect of Corporate
Philanthropy on Employee Salary Requirements
Vanessa Burbano, University of California-Los Angeles
Cap-(ture) and-Trade: Arbitraging by multinational firms in the EU
Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS)
Sanjay Patnaik, George Washington University
Shift in Value Creation: Competence-Destroying Discontinuity on
Complementary Assets
Alessio Cozzolino, Bocconi University
Gianmario Verona, Bocconi University
Value Appropriation, Search Frictions, and Secondary Markets
Robert Seamans, New York University
Victor Bennett, University of Southern California
Feng Zhu, Harvard University

SMS Best Conference Paper Prize for Practice
Implications
This award was inaugurated in 2007 following the initiative of
the Strategy Practice Interest Group. Nominated authors were
invited to submit a full version of their submitted proposal for
consideration by the selection committee. These papers were
reviewed and 5 finalists were named prior to the conference.
The selection committee, which was chaired by Sotirios Paroutis,
announced the winner during the conference. This year there were
32 proposals nominated for this award.

SMS Best Conference PhD Paper Prize
The SMS created this award in 2000 in recognition of a PhD
candidate’s presentation of an outstanding paper at the SMS Annual
International Conference. The formal criteria for PhD candidates who
submitted their work for this award included being the primary author
of a presented proposal for the conference (either sole author or first
author on a paper that included no more than one faculty co-author)
and being enrolled full-time and in-residence as a PhD student during
the 2012/2013 academic year. PhD candidates were invited to submit
a full paper version of their proposal for consideration by the review
committee. These were reviewed and 10 finalists were named prior to
the conference. This year there were a total of 83 full papers uploaded
for review by the selection committee. The selection committee was
co-chaired by Sarah Kaplan and Tomi Laamanen.

Winners (in alpha order by title)
Cognitive Microfoundations of a Dynamic Capability: What Leads to
Business Model Innovation in New Firms?
Yuliya Snihur , IESE Business School
Christoph Zott, IESE Business School
Firm Response to Environmental Activism: The Contingent Nature of
Secondary Stakeholder Salience
Trey Sutton, Florida State University
Strategic Management of Sustainability: The Struggle for Legitimacy
Monika Lesner, Leuphana University of Lüneburg
Jan-Florian Schlapfner, Leuphana University of Lüneburg
Markus Reihlen, Leuphana University of Lüneburg
The Competitive Advantage of Business Groups: Entrepreneurial or
Rent Seeking? Evidence From North Africa
Addis Gedefaw Birhanu, Bocconi University
The Locus of Capabilities in Emerging Markets: Micro-Macro
Resource Grafting by Leading Domestic Firms
Aline Gatignon, INSEAD
Laurence Capron, INSEAD
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THE DAN AND MARY LOU SCHENDEL BEST PAPER PRIZE

The SMS is honored to present the 2013 Dan and Mary Lou
Schendel Best Paper Prize to Pam Barr, Larry Stimpert
and Anne Huff for their paper “Cognitive Change, Strategic
Action, and Organizational Renewal,” which appeared in vol.
13 Summer Special issue of SMJ in 1992. This paper is as timely
today as when it was published. Indeed, the subject of cognition
is front and center in strategic management scholarship today,
as indicated by the establishment of the SMS Interest Group
on Behavioral Strategy. The paper also is an empirical analysis
rather than a theoretical one. Empirical findings have an equally
important impact and this award recognizes that importance.
Finally, the empirical approach in the paper is noteworthy in that
it combines qualitative and quantitative data to understand how
two similarly positioned companies reacted to external change,
and what factors accounted for the success of one company but
not the other. This award funding is generously supported by Wiley
and the Strategy Research Foundation.

Jay Barney congratulates Pam Barr and Larry Stimpert

SMS Lifetime Achievement Award
This award is intended to honor the highest level of
achievement in Strategic Management by a business leader. It
is not an annual award and is only given when an appropriate
honoree is available. The recipient of this award has
demonstrated sustained strategic leadership and innovation
that significantly altered strategy practice and is recognized
as influencing the scholarly debate in leading academic
institutions.
Neville Isdell
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NEVILLE ISDELL is the former chairman and CEO of The
Coca-Cola Company where he worked for 43 years. He
expanded on the company’s proud legacy of corporate
responsibility by embedding sustainability throughout every
facet of the organization and helping ensure its role as a

community-connected twenty-first century enterprise. These
efforts resulted in The Coca-Cola Company’s return to Fortune’s
“World Most Admired Companies” list in 2006. A native of
Ireland, Neville Isdell joined The Coca-Cola Company in 1966
in Zambia. In 1989, he was elected senior vice president of the
company and appointed president of the Northeast Europe/
Africa Group and led the company’s re-entry into new markets
in India, the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and the former
Soviet Union. He retired as vice chairman of Coca-Cola HBC
in December 2001. In June 2004, Neville Isdell came out of
retirement to lead The Coca-Cola Company as chairman and
CEO. He serves on the boards of a number of NGOs, as well as
chairs the Investment Climate Facility.

A CONVERSATION WITH GARY DUSHNITSKY
SMS EMERGING SCHOLAR AWARD RECIPIENT
Gary Dushnitsky is the winner of the 2013 SMS Emerging Scholar Award. The following interview was conducted by Russ Coff, member
of the Awards and Honors Selection Committee.

Gary Dushnitsky
2013 SMS Emerging Scholar

Coff: What prompted you to focus on corporate venture capital?
Do you have any prior experience that brought you to this
problem?

performance implication of corporate venturing, but also provide
fine-grained insights into the mechanisms that enable and impede
such benefits.

Dushnitsky: I began my professional life during the 1990s, the
Dot.Com era, working for a venture fund and later for a very large
organization. I was intrigued by two seemingly contradicting
observations: large organizations command the resources, capital,
and talent to drive innovation, yet small entrepreneurial ventures
are celebrated as the origin of new technologies. Once I joined
the doctoral program at NYU, I avidly consumed the works of
Schumpeter, whose work embodies the aforementioned paradox,
and the broader strategy and innovation literature. Since that time,
we have witnessed a rise in corporate venture capital, whereby large
corporations invested and sought collaboration with innovative
startups. I was immediately drawn to studying the phenomenon.
My initial thinking was this is the blueprint for innovation in the
21st century, bringing together the relative strengths of each party.
After a decade of studying the phenomenon, I came to realize
this is no panacea. It can be a powerful innovation strategy, but
requires a fine balance of strategic and organizational features to
realize its full potential. Maybe equally important for an empirically
motivated scholar such as myself, corporate venture capital affords
an attractive setting to study such topics as inter-firm relationships
and innovation, at the confluence of strategy, finance, and
entrepreneurship.

For entrepreneurship scholars, my work underscores the subtle
strategic interaction between entrepreneurial ventures and different
resource providers. In the aforementioned SMJ (2009), I observe
that independent and corporate VCs are associated with distinct
advantages and risks, and I find that innovative startups strategically
choose which one to approach based on the net benefits which
vary across industries and firms. In a recent study, I find that the
scientific and commercializable output of biotechnology startups
is sensitive to the investor that backs them (Nature Biotechnology
2013). Taken together, these findings highlight the entrepreneurial
finance landscape continues to evolve, shifting the balance of power
between existing investors (e.g., angles, VCs) and new ones (e.g.,
crowdfunding, government VCs).

Coff: What is the most surprising result you have found across
your work?
Dushnitsky: For strategy scholars, I believe the most surprising
findings are the ones that illustrate the potential and limitation of
open innovation. For example, I find that established firms may
be unaware of startups working on highly relevant innovation,
not because the corporations ignore entrepreneurial companies,
but rather because some startups choose to strategically avoid
them (SMJ 2009). In another study, I find that the organizational
and remuneration features that empower large R&D teams
within established firms are also associated with hindering many
corporations from effectively harnessing innovative startups (SMJ
2010). These and other studies not only showcase the positive

Coff: Setting aside measures of citation impact, what work of
yours do you think will ultimately prove to be most important?
Dushnitsky: The Organization Science 2010 article titled
“Entrepreneurial Optimism in the Market for Technological
Inventions.” Intellectually, it captures key theoretical insights that
drive my empirical work to date. The paper shows how a wellstudied outcome in the field of strategy can be reversed once we
incorporate important behavioral insights from the entrepreneurship
literature. Specifically, it explores entrepreneur-investor interactions
which are known to be characterized by information asymmetries
and adverse selection. I introduce the notion of optimism; a
behavioral trait that may be negligible in most setting where
adverse selection was previously studied (e.g., alliances among
established firms) but is highly salient in early stage entrepreneurial
funding. The study demonstrates that in the presence of
entrepreneurial optimism the common remedy to adverse selection
can become ineffective. To that end, it utilizes anecdotal evidence
and a formal economic model, and the findings are consistent with
a large-sample empirical test I am working on these days.
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continued
Previous Recipients

Dovev Lavie
(2012)
David Sirmon
(2011)
Yan Anthea Zhang
(2010)
Michael Lenox
(2009)
Riitta Katila
(2008)
Jeff Reuer
(2007)

Coff: What advice would you offer to young scholars regarding
how to have a productive research program like yours?
Dushnitsky: I encourage young scholars to pursue focused
curiosity. By curiosity, I refer to the willingness to challenges
existing orthodoxies, question why do certain things exist, and
observe changes to the world around us. In practical terms, I believe
doctoral students should not neglect following the business media
while emerging themselves in canonical works of the past. The
practice can be instrumental in uncovering fascinating research
questions. Curiosity also leads to more inter-disciplinary work. In
my own work, I have integrated insights from the fields of strategy,
entrepreneurship and finance. This can prove useful in developing
novel answers to the aforementioned questions.
Finally, one’s efforts should be focused. I believe in pursuing a
coherent body of work through a series of related studies. Doing
so will allow young scholars to tackle a focal domain through
multiple complementary lenses, thus developing greater insights
and ultimately building her or his identity as a domain expert.
Along these lines, I find my research informs my MBA and
executive teaching as well as interaction with practitioners. These
engagements with business practitioners and consultants are not
limited to diffusion of published work, and often uncover new
research questions.
Coff: What do you foresee as the primary focus/foci of your future
research activity? Please explain.
Dushnitsky: I believe the shifting landscape of entrepreneurial
finance provides many opportunities to study new form of strategic
interactions between innovative entrepreneurs and different
resource providers. New sectors attract my research interests;
for example, the convergence of the food and pharmaceutical
industries, and emergence of wellness field, which gives rise to
open innovation and corporate venturing activities among food and
chemical corporations. New organizational forms motivate another
stream of research; for example, crowdfunding platforms as a new
institution governing entrepreneur-investor interactions. Here, my
work seeks not only to apprehend the inner-working of a focal
platform, but also to understand the industry sectors that may (or
may not) benefit from this new institution.
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call for nominations
Nominations are being accepted for the 2014 Emerging Scholar
Award until April 30, 2014. This prize is awarded annually
to a relatively young or new scholar, who displays exemplary
scholarship as demonstrated in research, education, and related
academic activities that seek to improve current strategic
management practice.
Criteria for Selection:
The criteria for this award recognizes a portfolio of work that
suggests the candidate will make fundamental contributions
to the way we think about knowledge essential to achieving
durable organizational success. Especially considered are
contributions that complement existing strategic management
theory with ideas from the arts and sciences. Eligible to be
nominated are members of the SMS.
The likely winner of the award will:
•

be within 5-8 years of active academic work from the
date of his/her dissertation

•

and have a record of publication and professional activity
that has demonstrated their work to be significant and
with impact.

To submit a nomination for the 2014 award please include the
following:
•

A letter of nomination by another member of the SMS,
who must not be a member of the same organization as
the nominee.

•

Two additional letters of recommendation for the
nominee.

•

A full current vitae from the nominated individual,
including any current working papers.

Nominations for the 2014 award will be accepted until April
30, 2014. Award funding is generously supported by the
Strategy Research Foundation. For more information about this
award, please visit the SMS website.

SMS special Conference tel aviv
march 9–11, 2014

registration to the SMS special conference in tel aviv is now open.

Gary Dushnitsky
London Business School
Program Chair

Niron Hashai
Hebrew University
Program Chair

Dovev Lavie
Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology
Program Chair

Ithai Stern
Northwestern University
Program Chair

The submission deadline has passed and we are very pleased with
the quality of the record number of 240 proposals received. Our track
chairs —Julian Birkinshaw, Alfonso Gambardella, Lori Rosenkopf,
and Myles Shaver—have made the decisions on the acceptance
of proposals. Even if you have not submitted your proposal, you
may become involved as discussant or facilitator. In addition to
the competitive program, the conference will feature: industry
practice sessions that bring together high profile scholars, corporate
executives, and entrepreneurs; a doctoral workshop; an academic
development workshop; and plenary keynote speeches by Kathleen
Eisenhardt, Will Mitchell, and Edward Zajac.
This special SMS conference theme, “Startup and Restart Strategies,”
underscores both the challenges and opportunities that startup
firms and corporations face when seeking to foster innovation,
commercialization, and global market reach following a period of
economic setback. We are looking forward to bringing together
hundreds of scholars, practitioners, and consultants who will convene
in Tel Aviv, Israel, to contemplate how entrepreneurs, corporations,
and nations can leverage cooperation and coordination in order to
revitalize their operations, initiate growth, and bring innovation to
international markets.
In addition to the exciting academic program, three special events are
in the planning. The conference opening dinner will feature a panel of
distinguished scholars, business people, and other leaders, including
Nobel Laureates and other internationally recognized experts that will
discuss regional cooperation and innovation. This dinner event will

SMS Special Conference

Tel Aviv
March 9–11, 2014

be held at the beautiful Peres Institute for Peace in Jaffa. A not-to-bemissed social event will be held in Jerusalem, where following dinner,
a tour on the rooftops of the old city of Jerusalem will take conference
attendees “Between Heaven and Earth.” The conference closing
dinner will take place in a night club in Tel Aviv where the members
of Mayumana, a dance group of gifted performers, each with diverse
talents and contrasting background, will culminate the conference
with an outburst of vitality, energy, and delightful acting.
We look forward to welcome you to sunny Tel Aviv.
Gary Dushnitsky, Niron Hashai, Dovev Lavie, and Ithai Stern

For more information about the Tel Aviv Conference,
please visit telaviv.strategicmanagement.net.
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SMS special Conference copenhagen
june 13–15, 2014

Nicolai Foss
Copenhagen Business School
Conference Co-Chair

Torben Pedersen
Bocconi University
Conference Co-Chair

The SMS will be hosting a Special Conference in Copenhagen
on June 13-15, 2014, entitled Micro-Foundations for Strategic
Management Research: Embracing Individuals. This conference
will offer you an opportunity to engage with senior scholars and
practitioners during what will be an exciting set of sessions. Also,
an outstanding range of contributors will help stimulate a lively
set of discussions. We hope that you’ll come to engage in those
discussions while enjoying all Scandinavia has to offer.
Microfoundations have become increasingly influential in strategic
management research. The basic argument is that individuals and
their interaction matter fundamentally to strategy issues. However, if
a microfoundations project is to become viable, it needs to grapple
with important questions of theory development, operationalization,
aggregation, empirical measurement, data collection, and statistical
implementation that are currently unresolved. Microfoundations
have to make a substantive difference in the way we teach and
research strategic management.
We are gathering a range of established scholars and practitioners
who we hope that you will join in Copenhagen. We mix specialist
tracks on “strategic decision-making,” “top-management teams,”
“entrepreneurship,” “strategic human resources,” “methodological
issues,” with panel’s keynote talks to create an excellent opportunity
to examine the challenges to strategic management theory, empirics,
and teaching represented by microfoundations. What’s more, you’ll
experience wonderful Copenhagen. For those who are interested,
the Danish Research Unit for Industrial Dynamics begins its annual
conference the day after this special conference ends.
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Richard Rumelt, University of California-Los Angeles
Ernst Fehr, University of Zürich
Ron Burt, University of Chicago
Conference Track Chairs
Rajshree Agarwal, University of Maryland
Russ Coff, University of Wisconsin
Teppo Felin, Oxford University
Udo Zander, Stockholm School of Economics
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SMS SPECIAL
CONFERENCE

June 13-15, 2014

Copenhagen
important dates and deadlines

December 5, 2013
Submission Deadline for Proposals
December 12, 2013
Co-Author Confirmation Deadline
Late January, 2014
Notifications of Program Review Committee Decisions
February 28th, 2014
Early Registration and Presenter Registration Deadline
June 13–15, 2014
SMS Special Conference Micro-Foundations for
Strategic Management Research: Embracing Individuals

For more information about the
Copenhagen Conference, please visit
copenhagen.strategicmanagement.net.

2014 SMS annual international Conference madrid
September 20 – 23, 2014

Submission Deadline for Proposals for SMS
Annual Conference in Madrid is February 27, 2014

Africa Ariño
IESE Business School
Program Chair

Alejandro Beltran
McKinsey & Company
Associate Program Chair

Pascual Berrone
IESE Business School
Associate Program Chair

We are delighted to invite you to attend the 34th Annual International
Conference in Madrid. In recent years, there have been major changes
in the environment for the operation of firms and other organizations.
The theme of the upcoming Annual Conference, “Strategies in a
World of Networks,” will provide a great opportunity for rethinking
traditional notions in the field of strategy in the context of networked
ecosystems, where boundaries are constantly being reshaped.
Madrid is at the heart of the Iberian Peninsula, 622 meters above sea
level. It is the third-largest city in the European Union. Madrid is full of
surprises and seduces its visitors. With its vitality and its cosmopolitan
culture, the city welcomes everyone and easily pulls them in. Madrid
has a lot to offer; its heritage is truly impressive. Over 2,000 buildings
of interest have been built over the course of its history, including
palaces, churches, barracks, and public buildings. There are dozens
of museums, art galleries, theaters, and cultural centers. During
your stay you can take in the Paseo del Prado, home to three of the
most comprehensive painting galleries in the world: the Reina Sofía
National Museum Art Center, which houses Picasso’s Guernica, the
Thyssen Bornemisza Museum, and the Prado Museum. The Capital
has also a rich natural heritage: El Retiro, La Casa de Campo, and
El Monte de El Pardo are a few of the large parks and woodlands
located within the city. If you enjoy shopping, Madrid has stores for
every taste and budget: from the exclusive Serrano and José Ortega y
Gasset streets, home to high fashion and sophistication, to the hustle
and bustle of all kinds of shoppers along GranVía and Preciados.
Madrid can also offer food from every region in Spain and from all
over the world. Visitors can choose between simple tapas (traditional
snack), innovative cuisine, and exotic menus.
In addition to all these amenities, Madrid has the sixth longest metro
network in the world, although the city is approximately the fiftieth
on the global population rankings. The city’s growth over the past
20 years has also put it among the fastest growing networks in the
world. As a result, the city has quickly become a major travel center
for all of Europe. Thanks to Barajas Airport, one of the most modern
airports in Europe (only 12 kilometers outside the city), Madrid has

become an important
communications hub
between the Iberian
Peninsula, European
Union countries, and
the Americas, making
Madrid a forerunner
in exemplifying the
increasing importance of
networks.
The Conference
Committee is working hard to bring together a group of academic
experts and successful industry leaders who will contribute their
own experiences in today’s fast-changing world. Without a doubt,
your participation will contribute to enriching the conference from
the broad range of exciting and dynamic Parallel Sessions to the
Preconference Extension Workshops that will be offered to suit your
professional interests, with the overall goal of stimulating overlap and
cross-fertilization among all the attendants.
Please save the date and join us for this exciting conference. We very
much look forward to meeting you in Madrid.
Sincerely,
Africa Ariño
Alejandro Beltrán
Pascual Berrone

Plan an Extension!
We invite you to organize an SMS conference extension!
These one-day topical workshops are individually organized
in various cities that can be easily visited from the main SMS
conference city. Extensions can be organized for days prior to
or following the main SMS conference. Please click here for
more information regarding organizing an extension.
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SMS special Conference sydney
Siggi Gudergan
University of Newcastle
Program Chair

december 6–8, 2014
Dear Colleagues,

Garry Bruton
Texas Christian University
Associate Program Chair

Vikas Kumar
University of Sydney
Associate Program Chair

Mike Peng
University of Texas-Dallas
Associate Program Chair

From the iconic Sydney Opera House and Harbour Bridge to the
famous beaches, we are greatly looking forward to welcoming
you to the SMS Special Conference in Sydney on December 6-8th,
2014. This conference combines six in-depth tracks with integrative
plenary sessions that together contribute to the theme of Strategic
Management in the Asian Century – Dealing with Dynamism,
Diversity and Development. A series of eight moderated CEO panel
debates will take place, each involving at least one CEO, Chairman
of a board, or similar; one or more senior strategy advisors; and
one or more scholars with a focus on exploring specific strategic
management issues in the Asian Century. In addition, various
relevant off-site extensions are being planned throughout Australia
and New Zealand.
A considerable amount of the discussion relating to growth of Asia
and the trans-Pacific region has focused on the relatively recent
development of India and China. However, the development of this
region has been a more than half-century phenomenon, evidenced
by the early development of Japan as the region’s engine and the
subsequent development of the East and South Asian tiger states.
Even the liberalization policies of the more developed economies
of Australia and New Zealand had significant roles to play in this
development. Asia is considerably more than these developments
or the marquee countries that receive the vast majority of the
discussion. Asia and the trans-Pacific region are composed of
remarkable economic, political, and social diversity. This special
conference focuses on assessing and furthering managerial
frameworks and theories that guide strategy formulation and
implementation and the management of strategic performance in
dynamic, diverse and evolving environments of Asia and the transPacific region.

important dates and deadlines

May 1, 2014
Submission Deadline for Paper Proposals
May 8, 2014
Co-Author Confirmation Deadline
Early July, 2014
Notifications of Program Review Committee Decisions
August 1, 2014
Early Registration and Presenter Registration Deadline
December 6-8, 2014
SMS Special Conference Sydney

We invite you to join us during the Australian summertime to
engage in thought provoking discussions while sampling what this
part of the world has to offer.

Elizabeth Rose
University of Otago
Associate Program Chair
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Best regards,
Siggi Gudergan
Garry Bruton
Vikas Kumar
Mike Peng
Elizabeth Rose

For more information about the Sydney Conference,
please visit sydney.strategicmanagement.net.

sms membership renewal

Happy Holidays from all of us at the SMS! We truly appreciate
your involvement with our organization.
Please remember that SMS membership is annual and will end on
December 31, 2013. We hope you will continue supporting the field
of strategic management by renewing for 2014. If you attended our
Annual Conference in Atlanta, your 2014 membership was included
with your registration fees.
We are pleased to inform you that for the fifth year in a row, we have
been able to maintain the cost of membership. You can also receive a
reduction by choosing to become a “Green” member. By selecting to
view the journals online only, you will receive a further reduction ($10
Regular Membership/$5 Student & Emeritus Membership) from your
membership dues.
Please visit the SMS website where you can quickly and
conveniently renew your membership while viewing and updating
your contact details as well as your Interest Groups.

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES
REGULAR
2014:
Two Year Bundle:

US $215
US $430 (Lock in the current rate!)

Three Year Bundle:

US $615 (Save $30)

EMERITUS
2014:
Two Year Bundle:

US $115
US $230 (Lock in the current rate!)

Three Year Bundle:

US $330 (Save $15)

To qualify for the Emeritus Status, individuals must have passed
the age of 65 and have 10 or more years of SMS membership.
All membership benefits and privileges remain the same.
STUDENT
2014:

US $105*

* Restrictions apply, please see our website for details
To renew your membership, visit
strategicmanagement.net
and click on membership.

WE LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOMING YOU BACK
FOR ANOTHER YEAR!
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SMS Executive Office
Rice Building, Suite 215
815 W Van Buren Street
Chicago IL 60607-3567 USA
Phone +1 312 492 6224

sms@strategicmanagement.net
www.strategicmanagement.net

2013 SMS BOARD

2013 IG LEADERSHIP

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Competitive Strategy

Bob Hoskisson, President
Jay Barney, Past President
Marjorie Lyles, President-Elect
Steven Floyd, Treasurer
Nikolaus Pelka, Executive Director

DIRECTORS
Africa Arino, 2011–2013
Robert Burgelman, 2011–2013
Margaret Peteraf, 2011–2013
Pamela Barr, 2012–2014
Russell Coff, 2012–2014
Richard Whittington, 2012–2014
Laura Cardinal, 2013–2015
Javier Gimeno, 2013–2015
Costas Markides, 2013–2015

Glenn Hoetker, Arizona State University
Gary Dushnitsky, London Business School
Juan Alcacer, Harvard University
REPS AT LARGE:
Samina Karim, Boston University
Tunji Adegbesan, Pan-African University
Giovanni Battista Dagnino, University of Catania
Lyda Bigelow, University of Utah
Rahul Kapoor, University of Pennsylvania
Peter Klein, University of Missouri

CORPORATE STRATEGY

Donald Bergh, University of Denver
Laszlo Tihanyi, Texas A&M University
Heli Wang, Singapore Management University
REPS AT LARGE:
Bruce Lamont, Florida State University
Douglas Miller, University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign
Rocki-Lee DeWitt, University of Vermont
Caterina Moschieri, IE Business School
Jerayr Haleblian, University of Georgia
Toyah Miller, Indiana University

ENTREPRENEURSHIP & STRATEGY

A PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY FOR THE
ADVANCEMENT OF STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
The Strategic Management Society (SMS) is unique in
bringing together the worlds of reflective practice and
thoughtful scholarship. The Society consists of nearly
3,000 members representing over 80 different countries.
Membership, composed of academics, business practitioners,
and consultants, focuses its attention on the development
and dissemination of insights on the strategic management
process, as well as fostering contacts and interchange
around the world.
The Society is probably best known through the Strategic
Management Journal (SMJ) published by John Wiley &
Sons. This Class A journal has become the leading scholarly
publication in the field of Strategic Management and
is consistently rated one of the top publications in the
management area. In 2007 the Society launched the
Strategic Entrepreneurship Journal (SEJ) and in 2010 the
Global Strategy Journal (GSJ). The intent is for these new
quarterly publications to soon also become Class A journals
and to promote the development and dissemination of
advances in the field by maintaining the highest standards
of intellectual thought combined with practical relevance,
just as their sister publication SMJ has done for many years.

Interested? Visit www.strategicmanagement.net

Christopher Tucci, Swiss Federal Institute TechnologyLausanne
Garry Bruton, Texas Christian University
Naga Lakshmi Damaraju, Indian School of Business
REPS AT LARGE:
Isin Guler, Sabanci University
Janet Bercovitz, University of Illinois-Urbana
Champaign
Balagopal Vissa, INSEAD
Benjamin Hallen, London Business School
Martin Ganco, University of Minnesota
Susanna Khavul, University of Texas-Arlington

GLOBAL STRATEGY

Timothy Devinney, University of Leeds
Elizabeth Rose, University of Otago
Nandini Lahiri, Temple University
REPS AT LARGE:
Yan Anthea Zhang, Rice University
Sabina Nielsen, Copenhagen Business School
Luis Vives, Ramon Llull University
Daphne Yiu, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Susan Perkins, Northwestern University
Vikas Kumar, University of Sydney

KNOWLEDGE AND INNOVATION

Gabriel Szulanski, INSEAD
Corey Phelps, HEC-Paris
Stefano Brusoni, ETH-Zurich
REPS AT LARGE:
Melissa Schilling, New York University
Anu Wadhwa, Swiss Federal Institute of TechnologyLausanne
Robert Salomon, New York University
Lisa Gaerber, Copenhagen Business School
Charles Williams, Bocconi University
Sheryl Winston Smith, Temple University

BEHAVIORAL STRATEGY

Thomas Powell, Oxford University
Christina Fang, New York University
Shayne Gary, University of New South Wales

STRATEGY PROCESS

Tomi Laamanen, University of St. Gallen
Taco Reus, Erasmus University – Rotterdam
Xavier Castaner, University of Lausanne
REPS AT LARGE:
Adelaide King, University of Virginia
J Ignacio Canales, University of Glasgow
Franz Kellermanns, University of North CarolinaCharlotte
Jeffrey Martin, University of Alabama
John Prescott, University of Pittsburgh
Markus Menz, University of St. Gallen

STRATEGY PRACTICE

Timo Santalainen, Aalto University
Hanna Lehtimaki, University of Eastern Finland
Elena Antonacopoulou, University of Liverpool
REPS AT LARGE:
Basak Yakis-Douglas, University of Oxford
Martin Friesl, Lancaster University
Paul Hunter, Strategic Management Institute
Martin Reeves, Boston Consulting Group
David Collis, Harvard University
Stephanie Dameron, University of Paris-Dauphine

STRATEGIC HUMAN CAPITAL

Patrick Wright, University of South Carolina
Todd Zenger, Washington University - St. Louis
Clinton Chadwick, University of Kansas
REPS AT LARGE:
Scott Snell, University of Virginia
Janice Molloy, Michigan State University
Benjamin Campbell, Ohio State University
Alison Mackey, California Polytechnic State University
Matthew Bidwell, University of Pennsylvania
Anthony Nyberg, University of South Carolina

STAKEHOLDER STRATEGY

Jeffrey Harrison, University of Richmond
Richard Priem, Texas Christian University
Sybille Sachs, University of Applied Sciences Zurich
REPS AT LARGE:
Michael Barnett, Rutgers University
Robert Phillips, University of Richmond
Doug Bosse, University of Richmond
Irene Henriques, York University
Heather Elms, American University
Daniel Arenas, ESADE

COOPERATIVE STRATEGIES

Jeffrey Reuer, Purdue University
Dovev Lavie, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology
Kyle J. Mayer, University of Southern California
REPS AT LARGE:
Tina Dacin, Queen’s University
Andrew Shipilov, INSEAD
Ha Hoang, ESSEC Business School
Laura Poppo, University of Kansas
Ravi Madhavan, University of Pittsburgh

STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP & GOVERNANCE
Parthiban David, American University
Karen Schnatterly, University of Missouri
Anja Tuschke, University of Munich
REPS AT LARGE:
Hicheon Kim, Korea University
Scott Johnson, Oklahoma State University
Ruth Aguilera, University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign
Christine Shropshire, University of Georgia
Craig Crossland, University of Texas-Austin
Brian Connelly, Auburn University

TEACHING COMMUNITY

Jay Dial, Ohio State University
Margaret Cording, IMD
Robert Wright, Hong Kong Polytechnic University

